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 Form-line maps  are very useful 
when there are plenty of outcrops 
but the rocks are monotonous with 
no mappable contacts to define map 
units:
 For example, case history suppressed

 But they are even more useful when 
the structure is relatively simple, and 
even when there is not much outcrop

Producing maps from nothing!
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Case 
history 
example 
suppressed



 Interpret first form-line using the strikes
 interpolate the remaining form-lines assuming a fold shape (parallel, 

flattened parallel, similar, etc)
 Use your knowledge of the local rocks to assume the fold shape. 

 If they do not have cleavage then assume parallel folds
 If they have cleavage assume flattened parallel folds or Class 3 folds;
 Do not assume similar folds – these are very rare in nature

Constructing a form-line map
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 Difficult to control fold shape
 Difficult to recognise faults

Problems with form-line maps
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 Shows structural trends as if 
they were on a flat surface
 That is, they mimic the 

structure contours of a 
surface

 Hence in areas with 
topography they will NOT
follow the outcrop pattern

 Despite all this, they do show you where folds exist



Be guided by your likely fold shapes
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 Use any local examples of small scale folds to control your larger folds
 Fold limb shapes and tightness commonly can be interpreted from stereonet patterns
 Fold layer shape (changes in thickness) cannot be interpreted from stereonets
 Units in areas without cleavage will be closest in shape to Class 1b (parallel) folds
 In rocks with moderate cleavage, competent rocks will be Class 1c and the 

incompetent interbeds will be Class 3 
 Class 2 (similar) folds are rare; but may approach this shape in high strain rocks

Fold shapeFold layer shape



 Form-lines simulate structure contours
 The difference is that the spacing of form-

lines is unconstrained and does not 
necessarily reflect the local dip angle
 Whereas structure contours are at fixed 

vertical intervals and their spacing is 
dependent on the local dip

 Because structure contours are at fixed 
heights, they can be used to extrapolate a 
contact across topography
 The heights of form-lines are not fixed, hence 

they cannot be used directly to extrapolate a 
contact across topography…

Structure contours
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 Where there is topography, structure contours 
can be constructed from the outcrop trace of 
any surface
 Structure contours are horizontal lines connect 

points of the same elevation along the contact
 That is, they are strike lines

 The corollary of this is that if you know the 
structural contours of a surface then you 
can reconstruct its surface trace if you 
have a topographic map

Structure contours and topography 
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Case History 3
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Case History removed



 Basic error
 don’t expect straight 

line contacts on a 
shallowly dipping 
structure with strong 
topography

There is something wrong here!
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 So, as a first pass assume the faults are planar
 Then construct structure contours based on the 

measured dip of each fault and then use these to 
project the fault traces across the topography

 Do the same for any stratigraphic contacts
 Look at the result and see whether the assumption 

is viable …

 Result: discussion removed

Case 
History 
removed



New  map – and a new start
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Case History removed



 In areas where dips are low, it is possible to go one step further with form-lines and 
produce pseudo-structure contours that can be used to predict both folds and faults

1. Decide on a contour interval
2. At each strike and dip symbol, calculate the map contour spacing for that dip
3. Produce a small contour template of spaced contours at each dip symbol
4. Interpolate the first form line through the strike symbols on the map
5. Slide each of the small contour templates (without rotation) so that one of the 

contour symbols lies on the first constructed form line. Now draw in the remaining 
form lines so that each passes through a contour tick mark at each point

 Obvious mismatches may be solved by inferring faults

‘Pseudo-contour’ form-lines
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Case history 4: Alumbrera Mine
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Case History removed



Producing maps from nothing! 
Case history 5: Dooloo prospect
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Case History removed



Extrapolating contacts across 
topography
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Case History removed



 No outcrop
 Prospect covered by shallow vertical RC pattern drilling

 Until a very prominent contact between rhyodacite and mafic volcanic was intersected

Case History 6: Comanche Prospect
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Case History removed



 As with 2D form-lines on maps, 3D 
surfaces can be constructed directly 
onto drill strings using 3D software 
such as Micromine, Vulcan, Surpac, etc

 In general, these will be small local 
segments of form surfaces generated 
from only one or two drillholes at a 
time

 When completed across multiple 
drillholes, they provide a template for 
constructing 3D models of specific 
surfaces 

3D form-surfaces in drillholes
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Form surfaces constructed from drillcore data 
and viewed in Micromine
(Data from a prospect in the Cobar area, NSW)



Constructing 3D form surfaces: 1
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50m square bedding form surfaces across a series of 
three drill-holes in an area of moderately planar beds. 
The bedding within each hole is statistically planar but 
the mean orientation is slightly different between holes. 

 Data for each structural fabric (bedding, cleavage, 
etc) in each drillhole are copied into stereonet
plots to define small regions of structural 
homogeneity (that is, where the structure of a 
surface is either planar or is cylindrically folded). 
At their simplest, for more or less uniformly 
dipping fabrics,  the surface to be plotted is is just 
a small plane parallel to the mean orientation of 
the bedding around that local area in the drillhole. 
 When these mean orientations for each hole are 

plotted as exaggerated wireframes it becomes 
easier to see that the three surfaces define a gentle 
arch of bedding across these holes. Essentially 3D 
form surfaces amplify the bedding data and allow 
you to see through local noise in the data. 



 When folds are present it is more complicated - but 
more powerful

 Separate data in each drillhole into domains of 
statistically constant fold plunge by plotting on 
stereonets

 The figure shows a vertical section of part of a drill-
hole, with measured bedding shown as triangles on the 
drill string. Poles to bedding for all the data plot as a 
broad great circle in stereonets, indicating 
approximately cylindrical folding, with a statistically 
defined beta axis (fold axis) of 26-248. 

 The beta axis is plotted as a set of temporary markers 
on the drill-hole. Here (from Micromine) they are 
plotted as highly elongate purple triangles representing 
the orientation of a line. 

Constructing 3D form surfaces: 2
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Folded bedding data in a drillstring. In stereonet the 
data plots as a weak great circle girdle with a mean 
orientation (β axis) of 26-248.The beta axis is the 
statistically defined fold axis

β axis

β axis

β axis



Constructing 3D form surfaces: 3
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Micromine view of the drill string looking directly down 
the plunge of the fold axes at the bedding data plotted 
as apparent dips in this view.

 Now rotate the view until we are looking 
directly down the beta axes (which disappear as 
we are now looking at them end on). 

 The view we now see is a profile view of the 
folded data, which becomes easier to see if we 
plot it as apparent dips in this plane. 

 Centre the viewplane onto the drill string near 
the centre of the data cluster

 Using the apparent dips, trace out a formline
shape of the fold profile 
 using the same techniques as constructing form 

surfaces in 2D maps. 



 To complete the form surface, 
construct a projection line at an 
appropriate length (here 50 metres) 
and parallel to the fold axes, and 
subtend this from one end of one of 
the form line surfaces.

 Duplicate the form line and attach its 
end to the other end of the 
projection line. 

 Using the two fold form lines, 
generate the folded surface between 
them

Constructing 3D form surfaces: 4
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Micromine view of the drill string showing construction of the 
form surface using the constructed form lines as a template
Note that because the fold axes may be oblique to the drillcore, 
the plane on which this profile is constructed may be quite 
oblique to the drill section!



 Examples of form surfaces through drill strings
 Green surfaces are bedding; pink surfaces are shear zone 

foliation; grey surfaces are faults

3D form surfaces: Examples
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Micromine views of form surfaces at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Above: folded bedding in drill strings below a fault. The folds bear 
little relationship to the fault and thus predate it.
Right: Folded bedding and foliation form surfaces
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